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The Health and Human Development Academy Vision: 
As a Small Learning Community, the Health and Human Development Academy 
(HHD) is committed to educate and inspire our students towards academic excellence 
through a comprehensive understanding of health and human development.  We will 
function as a learning centered community respecting cultural and human diversity, 
while emphasizing personal expression and wellness throughout the lifespan. 

 
Presently, we have approximately 240 10th-12th grade students within the HHD Academy.  
These students have self-selected their Academy through a semester-long Academy 
Exploratory period that takes place in their 9th –grade advisories. These students have a 
network of teachers and faculty dedicated to their success within their small learning 
community.  Our successful Advisory program is Academy-specific and provides 
students with supportive adult relationships that continue from 10th-12th grade. According 
to Search-Institute studies, having a caring adult role model is a developmental asset that 
contributes to the healthy develpoment of our youth.  Although there is a planned 
Advisory schedule and curriculum, this is the time and the place to address District 
requirements, school-wide goals and Academy objectives.  Advisory activities include 
ensuring the students are on track with the A-G requirements, as well as LAUSD 
graduations requirements, such as the IGP Development and Implementation, CAHSEE 
and CST test prep, Character Counts and Service-Learning.  This time is also spent 
monitoring for and communicating our Expected School-Wide Learning Results, creating 
a portfolio of quality work that will be presented upon graduation, Five-Week Grade 
Reflection sheets and College/Career exploration.  Our Academy has also used this time 
to recognize students through award ceremonies, inviting guest speakers, disseminating 
information, having current event reflections and having students participate in thematic 
activities.  
 
Our relatively small school has been built on the model of collaboration with its many 
stakeholders, and having a theme-based Small Learning Community within the school 
allows for more efficient and in-depth relationships with teachers, students, parents, and 
community members. There is a counselor and an administrator assigned to our to 
provide support and guidance. The HHD Academy’s Facilitator or “lead teacher” is 
responsible for communicating and building relationships with the stakeholders. The 
students are aware that this is someone they can go to regarding issues related to their 
school success and emotional well-being. The teachers within the Academy are all 
responsible for a daily advisory period each day. The academy facilitator and the 
academy advisory teacher will meet weekly, either during a pre-planned grade-level 
specific extended advisory or before school to plan activities, make decisions related to 



budget and student data, provide input to the master schedule, study curriculum and 
improve teaching methods and lessons. An HHD club is also being established so that the 
students can become a more integral part of HHD while planning thematic activities and 
providing a student voice. 
 
 
One of Northridge Academy High School’s main stakeholders is California State 
University, Northridge.  Being located adjacent to the CSUN campus and having 
collaborated with CSUN from the conception of the school has provided our HHD 
students with multiple opportunities.  CSUN provides a liaison to work closely with the 
HHD Academy facilitator to plan and provide support for various programs and 
activities.  The eight departments within the College of Health and Human Development 
have provided our students with the opportunity to explore careers, visit classrooms, take 
field trips, have guest speakers and collaborate for various Service –Learning Activities, 
such as Tobacco Prevention, National Nutrition Month, and World AIDS Day.  Our 
students in the HHD feel a strong sense of connection with CSUN and we will continue 
to grow and expand our partnership to include Student Shadowing, Internships and 
Mentoring.  
 
The proactive parents of NAHS are an integral part of the school’s and the Academy’s 
success. They are active on many committees, and have been able to provide some funds 
that will allow the Academy to have a small budget in which to spend on a student 
activity or necessary materials.  The Academy Facilitator works with the PTSA, Friends 
of NAHS, and the SSC to communicate the SLC’s needs and vision.   
 
Our collaborative efforts have been very successful and we are continuing to establish 
more community partners through our theme-based activities.  This year we expanded 
our partnerships and have had the opportunity to work with AIDS Project Los Angeles, 
SFV News, and Valley News. Presently, we are planning our first National Nutrition 
Month, Nutrition Fair and have commitments from the North Valley YMCA, Kaiser-
Permanente, Providence Holy Cross Medical Center, Whole Foods, CSUN’s Student 
Dietetic Association, Blue-Cross, and Northridge Hospital.   
 
 
 
 



 
The Health and Human Development Academy Identity: 
 

The HHD Academy attracts students that are interested in careers in healthcare, food 
service, consumer and environmental science and fashion design. These students self-
select their Academy based on a semester long exploration.  We pride ourselves on 
student-centered, inclusive instruction and employ variety of strategies to ensure the 
success of our diverse population.  
 
The HHD Academy offers a rigorous, standards-based, A-G curriculum that supports our 
school-wide motto “The Choice is Learning” as well as our school Learning 
Conversation Principles and our Academy guiding questions.(Attachments 2 and 3)  We 
assess the students using the District Performance Assessments, as well as our own data 
analysis to continuously work with students who are performing below standard.  The 
academy strives to provide inter-disciplinary instruction and has been able to collaborate 
due to input into the master schedule.  The 9th grade English and health classes are cored 
and the teachers meet to develop the thematic unit “Student Life Stories” with the focus 
being the 6 aspects of health and how the students lives and their families’ lives have 
been impacted.  In 10th Grade, the English and Social Studies classes are cored and one 
major area of study is the Genocide Project, which includes major research and visits to 
CSUN’S Oviatt Library.  During 11th grade, the Science and English departments have 
collaborated to develop the Evolution Project which is another major research project that 
requires the students to synthesize evolutionary theories and vocabulary into an everyday 
dinner conversation, using correct writing conventions, while ensuring the content is 
accurate.   
 
Besides inter-disciplinary instruction, the HHD Academy is fortunate to offer AP classes, 
such as AP Environmental Science and AP Biology, as well as AP Calculus and 
Trigonometry.  We also offer all students the opportunity to take classes for Honors 
credit using an Honors Contract.  Pierce classes, such as Psychology and Early Childhood 
Education, are offered on our campus after school and our partnership with both North 
Valley and West Valley Occupational centers provide our students with a multitude of 
outside classes for credit options. The Occupational Centers offer many classes in the 
health careers that are a gateway into the healthcare industry for many of our students. 
This year we have also had the chance to study the environmental, psychological and 
physical effects of disaster through participating in a CSUN-sponsored program, Natural 
Disaster: California, New Orleans, the World.   
 
Although our campus is too small to have clearly identified space, we have “pure” 
Academy Advisories from 10th -12th grade and have used common spaces to establish our 
sense of identity.  The use of the Multi-Purpose Room for Academy-specific activities, 
the quad area, CSUN’s campus and the establishment of the HHD club also help our 
students to have a clear sense of identity.  We have recently had a student contest for our 
HHD motto, logo and colors, which will be unveiled in the Fall of 2007, after a vote by 
the HHD Club, along with input from parents, administrators and advisory teachers. One 
specific future goal is to establish protocol for students operating the Fitness Center on 



Campus in order to provide our students, staff, faculty, parents and community members 
an option for exercising during their busy day. 
 
 
 
 
Health and Human Development: Equity and Access 
 
NAHS students are selected from three neighborhood high schools, through a lottery 
system of admissions.  These students are selected randomly using a prescribed 
percentage of student applicants from each of the schools.  This lottery system guarantees 
diverse populations of students are being offered a smaller learning community. Public 
transportation is available to students; however, at the present time there is no District- 
funded transportation available for our traveling students.    
 
The HHD Academy is open to all students as they make their Academy selections in 9th 
grade.  This inclusive Academy is aligned with the school’s collaborative model of 
teaching, and includes students identified as ELL, RSP, and GATE. Several of our 
classes are co-taught or co-planned using the Collaborative Model of Teaching.  This 
model uses cognitive strategies that benefit all students. AP classes are offered to all 
students and many of the students identified with Learning Disabilities are encouraged to 
take classes with an Honors contract, Community College classes, as well as AP classes.  
There are also Learning Centers available to those students who require extra support. 
The counselors meet with students on a one-to-one basis to plan classes for subsequent 
semesters and to ensure that the student is on the right track for graduation and has the A-
G requirements for entering UC/CSU schools. Parents are also involved in the process 
through the Advisory Packet and are kept up to date regarding course information, 
academy information and school conferences through mail and “Phone Master.”   
 
At NAHS, 100% of our faculty is highly qualified according to the “No Child Left 
Behind Act” and all teachers are CLAD Certified. Within our small learning community 
we have a National Board Certified Teacher, a Medical Doctor and several teachers with 
Masters Degrees in Math and Educational Administration.   
 
At the five week progress report, student information is disseminated in the advisories 
and students write a reflection regarding their grades.  The advisor meets with each child 
individually to review their progress and to offer advice on how to best proceed to 
improve or maintain their grades. Some of the options presently available to all students 
is after-school tutoring, study groups in advisories, peer tutoring and learning centers.  A 
great deal of time has been spent on analyzing disaggregated student data and planning 
interventions to support our students.  Most recently, we had teachers “adopt” at risk 
students, based on number of Fails and meet regularly with these students to monitor 
progress.  Most of the “adopted” students made improvements in at least one academic or 
behavioral area. We have also had great success with our “Roundtable” conferences for 
students.  These conferences, held before or after school, are facilitated by a counselor 
and include the parents, student and teachers.  The “Roundtable” conference is a 



precursor to the SST and has been a great forum for some students to make connections 
between their success at school, the adults that teach them and their future. 
 
 
The HHD Academy is working on a more formal academic intervention plan and contract 
to work with struggling students within our Academy.  Faculty would need to meet on a 
regular basis to discuss students at risk and be willing to mentor at least four to five 
students by meeting regularly with them and providing them with options for 
improvement.  One option being discussed is to offer after-school tutoring to students 
within the Academy, by an academy teacher and high achieving academy students.  
Students would sign a contract and would be recognized if the contract is fulfilled.  This 
will increase the accessibility of the curriculum to more students, while establishing the 
identity of the academy while the students work together. 
 
 
 
 
Health and Human Development: Personalization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


